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A numerical study of the thermoconvective effects induced by the placement of two
heating blocks on the inner surface of an air filled cylindrical annular space is presented.
The radii ratio is kept constant R¼2. This study investigates the influence of initial con-
ditions on the flow structure and the overall heat transfer rate, when the height of the
blocks is varied up to h¼0.10. The interval of variation of the Rayleigh number, Ra, is
[103,104]. The main result is the existence of a bifurcation point separating two flows
regimes: uni- and bi-cellular, corresponding to a critical value of the Rayleigh number Rac,
close to 3598. For Rayleigh numbers higher than Rac, the bicellular flow allows substantial
enhancement of the heat transfer rate up to 18% in the considered interval of Ra.
& 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The multiplicity of practical applications (thermal insulation, heat exchangers...) where natural convection is involved in
a fluid medium in horizontal cylindrical annuli, justifies the growing interest in this geometry. Therefore, many numerical
and theoretical investigations published in the last decades have as objective the study of the rate of heat transfer and the
flow patterns generated (single-cell flow, multicellular structures, etc..) in such cavities. This type of problem has been
studied by Cheddadi et al. [1], among others, who showed that the heat transfer and flow generated depend in general on
the Rayleigh number, the aspect ratio of the cavity and strongly depend on initial temperature and flow conditions. More
recently, numerical investigations are dealing with annular cylindrical geometries equipped with heating blocks/fins, in
order to determine the optimal conditions for a suitable heat transfer. Taher et al. [2] show that increasing the width of the
heating blocks, placed in the center of the space, for a range of Rayleigh number from 103 to 104, enhances the heat
exchange. Farinas et al. [3] studied the location of three types of fins (fine, rounded or divergent) for 103rRar106, and the
rounded fin was associated with the best efficiency. Rahnama et al. [4] used two different configurations to reveal the effect
of the height and arrangement of the fins for a Rayleigh number between 106 and 109 in the case of turbulent convection. In
a more general way, several investigations were conducted to study the placement of internal heat sources or blocks in a
cavity. Examples are Sankar et al. [5], De et al. [6] and Bakkas et al. [7]. All these studies have shown the influence of these
disturbances on the rate of heat transfer and on the flow. In addition to the previous studies, the natural convection in
enclosures in combined configurations where the internal and external walls have various geometrical forms was per-
formed. Sheikholeslami et al. [8] give numerically the influence of the Rayleigh number, amplitude and number of
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Nomenclature

R radii ratio, r′o/r′i.
g gravity acceleration, m s�2.
h dimensionless height of the blocks.
l dimensionless width of the blocks.
Nug overall Nusselt number.
Pr Prandtl number Pr¼ ν/α.
r dimensionless radial coordinate.
r′o outer cylinder radius, m.
r′i inner cylinder radius, m.
Ra Rayleigh number, Ra¼gβ(T′i-T′o)r α′ νr /i

3 .
T′o outer cylinder temperature, K.
T′i inner cylinder temperature, K.
u dimensionless radial velocity.
v dimensionless angular velocity.

Greek letters

ν kinematic viscosity, m2 s�1.
β thermal expansion coefficient K�1.
φ polar angle.
φm angular position of the blocks.
ψ dimensionless stream function.
ω dimensionless vorticity.
α thermal diffusivity, m2 s�1.

Indices/exponents

o outer
i inner.
c critical.
max maximal
′ dimensional
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undulations in the case of natural convection between a circular enclosure and a sinusoidal cylinder using a control volume
based finite element method. A numerical study has been presented by Yongsiri et al. [9], dealing with turbulent flow and
heat transfer in a channel with inclined detached-ribs; the study revealed that the inclined ribs with φ¼60° and φ¼120°
give higher heat transfer rates and thermal performance factors. Nagarani et al. [10] show that, through 70 reviewed articles
related to different types of fins, the utilization of extended surfaces in the field of heat transfer was increased over the last
15 years from 1999 to 2013. The use of the heating blocks attached to the walls of enclosures or not is among the tech-
nologies of the heat transfer enhancement used by many authors. We quote, as examples, the numerical researches on
square enclosures fitted with one or multiple heating blocks, realized by Raji et al. [11], Oztop et al. [12], Bilgen et al. [13],
Jani et al. [14] and Xu et al. [15]. In the same way, the triangular geometry provided with a protruding isothermal heater was
studied by Varol et al. [16]. Furthermore, Liu et al. [17] give a description of the transient and quasi-steady state flows
adjacent to a finned sidewall of a differentially heated cavity. Hu et al. [18] make a comparison investigation in annular
enclosures with complex configurations for the cold water near its density maximum and show that the variation of the
density inversion parameters creates different positions of the thermal plume for each parameter. All these studies have
shown the influence of perturbations on the rate of heat transfer and flow.

In this paper, we present a numerical simulation of thermoconvective effects induced by the placement of two heating
Fig. 1. Problem geometry.
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blocks on the inner surface of a cavity constituted by two coaxial cylinders, horizontal and isotherm. In the real practice,
such a study provides useful information to help design the heating blocks (height and width) in problems where the
enhancement of heat transfer is required. The annular space is filled with a fluid medium, air, with a Prandtl number,
Pr¼0.7. The isothermal blocks are placed symmetrically with respect to the vertical axis (z), on the hot wall (temperature T′
i), which is the inner cylinder of radius r′i. The outer cylinder of radius r′o is maintained at a lower temperature T′ooT′i. This
study is focused on the variation of the dimensionless height h, defined with respect to the thickness of the annular medium
(r′o�r′i), and the angular position, φm of the blocks (Fig. 1). The blocks are confined in the angular direction between φmin

and φmax so that φ φφ = ( + )/2min maxm . The aspect ratio R¼r′o/r′i between the two cylinders and the dimensionless width,
φ φ π= ( − )l /min max of the heating blocks, defined with respect to the inner half-perimeter (πr′i), are kept constant

throughout the study: R¼2 and l¼0.109. The present numerical investigation is conducted to determine the heat transfer
rate and the flow pattern in the case where the system is subject to two types of initial conditions considered below.
2. Mathematical formulation

The equations describing the two-dimensional problem are written in dimensionless form, using the stream function-
vorticity formulation [19]:
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The dimensionless boundary conditions write:
- On the inner surface:
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Taking into account the symmetry of the problem, the study is restricted to the half annulus and additional boundary
conditions are introduced:

φ φ ψ ω
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In these equations, the stream function is related to the radial and angular components of the dimensionless velocity by
the following relations:
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Table 1
Comparison of overall heat transfer Nug for h¼0.015 and h¼0, and for: πφ = 0.14m , πφ =0.5m and πφ =0.82m in the cases of (a): IC1 and (b): IC2.

φm Ra h¼0.015 h¼0 η ( )%max

(a): IC1
π0.14 2�103 1.1513 1.1484 0.25

π0.5 104 1.7788 1.7711 0.43
π0.82 104 1.7771 1.7711 0.34

(b): IC2
π0.14 103 1.0449 1.0423 0.25

π0.5 104 1.7788 1.7722 0.37
π0.82 103 1.0456 1.0423 0.31

Fig. 2. Variation of Nug with Ra for h¼0.015, (a): πφ =0.14m , (b): πφ =0.5m , (c): πφ =0.82m .
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3. Numerical modeling

The system of Eqs. (1)–(9) is discretized by centered finite differences using the ADI scheme (Alternating Direction
Implicit). This brings us to solve systems of tri-diagonal matrices using the Thomas Algorithm. This study is devoted to the
description of steady state regimes. A preliminary study shows that the mesh 65�65, used in this paper, is considered
sufficient to describe precisely the results of this investigation.

Two types of initial conditions are used to start out the numerical simulation, when the Rayleigh number is fixed:
- The first initial profile, IC1, is based on the introduction of temperature, stream-function and vorticity fields compatible

with pure conduction. In particular, the temperature distribution is then given by: = −T 1 r
R

log
log

. This distribution is obtained
analytically for the problem under consideration in the case of pure conduction (fluid at rest).

- The second type of initial conditions, IC2, is appropriately chosen to facilitate the emergence of a type of flow different
from that obtained with the conditions IC1.

The investigation was conducted for a range of the Rayleigh number from 103 to 104, three angular positions: πφ =0.14m ,
πφ =0.5m and πφ =0.82m and for a height h of the heating blocks between 0.015 and 0.100.

In order to validate the computational code, when the blocks are placed in the three studied angular positions, the results
of the overall heat transfer rate, Nug, obtained in the case of heating blocks with a very low height are compared to those of
the cylindrical cavity without heating blocks. Table 1((a) and (b)) shows that the differences, η=| − |= =Nug Nug Nug/h h 0 h 0, do not
exceed 0.45%, for both profiles IC1 and IC2. Fig. 2((a), (b) and (c)) presents a good agreement between the curves of variation
of Nug with Ra for the cases with and without blocks.
4. Results and discussion

In this study, we are interested to compare the results obtained by the introduction of the two types of initial conditions
IC1 and IC2 for low heights of the heating blocks, hr0.093. First, a perfect matching of heat transfer rates for the three
angular positions of the heating blocks and the two types of initial conditions is noted for values of h¼0.015. The profiles of
overall Nusselt number, with respect to the Rayleigh number, illustrate this matching for the angular positions: πφ =0.14m ,

πφ =0.5m and πφ =0.82m (Fig. 2((a), (b) and (c))). The highest relative difference, Δ=| ( )− ( )| ( )Nug Nug NugIC2 IC1 / IC1 , between the
solutions of the heat transfer rate for IC1 and IC2 is 0.007% obtained for Ra¼7�103 and πφ =0.14m (Table 2(a)).

For the case of h¼0.093, the maximum relative differences, Δ, for πφ =0.14m and πφ =0.5m are respectively 0.001% and
0.004% for Ra¼7�103 (Table 2(b)). The overall Nusselt number is not influenced by the introduction of the second profile
IC2 for each Rayleigh number varying from 103 to 104 for the lower and median positions of the heating blocks.

For the upper angular position πφ =0.82m , significant value of Δ is observed when the Rayleigh number increases. The
results, shown in Table 2(b), indicate that the maximum of Δ is 17.84% obtained for Ra¼104. Indeed, a numerical bifurcation,
shown in Fig. 3, appears around a critical Rayleigh number Rac, close to 3598. This bifurcation, observed in the second case of
initial profile IC2, is accompanied by a substantial increase in the rate of heat transfer. This increase, Δ, varies with Ra, from
11.81% for Rac¼3598 and reaches 17.84% for Ra¼104. Moreover, we obtain, for this case of height and for the two types of
initial conditions, a Rayleigh number, Ra¼2838, when the variation of heat transfer increases by 5.17% (Fig. 3). Therefore, a
change in the flow structure is expected to occur around this value of Rayleigh number.

In case of Ra<2838 and for initial conditions IC1 and IC2, only unicellular flow is observed. The structure remains or-
ganized in a single flow cell occupying half of the annular space, slightly deformed in the vicinity of the heating blocks and
the isotherms show a slight deformation, as presented in Fig. 4(a). In the case of 2838<Ra<Rac¼3598, with initial conditions
IC1 and IC2, a multicellular flow characterized by the coexistence of two cells of different sizes with an important distortion
of the isotherms around the heating blocks can also be noticed (Fig. 4(b)). For the case of Ra>Rac, Fig. 4((c)–(c′)) presents the
flow for Ra¼104. The unicellular flow reappears for IC1 (Fig. 4(c)) while the bicellular flow is maintained for IC2 (Fig. 4(c′)).
Table 2
Overall heat transfer Nug for initial conditions IC1and IC2 in the cases of (a): h¼0.015 and (b): h¼0.093.

φm Ra Nug(IC2) Nug(IC1) Δ ( )%

(a): h¼0.015
π0.14 7�103 1.6092 1.6093 0.007

π0.5 7�103 1.6119 1.6120 0.005
π0.82 8�103 1.6717 1.6718 0.004

(b): h¼0.093
π0.14 7×103 1.6194 1.6194 0.001

π0.5 7×103 1.6067 1.6068 0.004
π0.82 104 2.0674 1.7544 17.84



Fig. 3. Variation of Nug with Ra for πφ =0.82m and h ¼ 0.093.

Fig. 4. Stream function and isotherms for πφ =0.82m and h¼0.093: (a) Unicellular flow corresponding to IC1 and IC2 for Ra¼2�103. (b) Bicellular flow
corresponding to IC1 and IC2 for Ra¼3�103. (c) Unicellular flow corresponding to IC1 for Ra¼104. (c′) Bicellular flow corresponding to IC2 for Ra¼104.
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5. Conclusion

The present work is based on a numerical simulation using a finite difference ADI model, of the thermo-convective
effects induced by the placement of two heating blocks within a cylindrical annular fluid cavity. The investigation considers
the influence of the angular position of the heating blocks under two types of initial profiles of temperature and stream-
function, namely IC1 and IC2. For both initial conditions, in addition to the classical unicellular flow obtained for Ra<2838,
for a height h¼0.093 and an angular position πφ =0.82m , it is shown that a bicellular flow is observed for 2838<Ra<3598. A
bifurcation point is obtained for a critical Rayleigh number Rac close to 3598. The unicellular flow reappears for IC1 while
the bicellular flow is maintained for IC2. The bicellular flow leads to important increases of the heat transfer rate up to
roughly 18% for Ra¼104, compared to the unicellular flow.
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